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World of wellness
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Wellness tourism has become a US$494 billion industry representing more than one
in seven travel dollars spent worldwide. It’s not surprising, then, that hotels are aiming
to cash in on the wellness movement with offerings ranging from detoxifying menus to
meditation and ultra-personalized “spa sommelier” services.
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China: 10 years later

China has transitioned from the golden child of hotel development to a promising
adolescent with some growing pains. Even with access to China’s massive domestic
and inbound travel markets, hotel companies can’t rely on numbers alone to make
projects pencil out.
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SPECIAL REPORT: SPA AND WELLNESS

FROM SPA AND FITNESS OFFERINGS TO DETOXIFYING
MENUS AND MEDITATION, HOTELS ARE AIMING TO
CASH IN ON THE GROWING WELLNESS MOVEMENT.
by ANN BAGEL STORCK, MANAGING EDITOR

At Four Seasons Safari Lodge Serengeti in
Tanzania, guests can watch the sunset over the
Serengeti plains before undertaking a guided
meditation session with the hotel’s yogi.

O

nce upon a time, it might have been
easy to dismiss the idea of “wellness” as a soft concept without a
lot of potential ROI, but today, there are
numbers to support the fact that wellness
travel is a large and growing phenomenon. According to SRI International, the
non-profit research partner behind the
Global Spa & Wellness Summit, wellness
tourism is a US$494 billion industry representing more than one in seven travel
dollars spent worldwide. Plus, wellness
tourism revenues rose 12.5% from 2012
to 2013, outpacing SRI’s original growth
forecast of 9%.
“There’s a broader understanding of
wellness,” says Susie Ellis, chairman and
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CEO of the Global Wellness Institute. “It
isn’t just physical wellness. There’s mental wellness and emotional wellness. It’s a
movement — not just a trend.”
That movement is impacting hotels in a
number of ways — and it’s not just about
spa offerings. “Almost any aspect of a
hotel can be evaluated through a filter
of wellness, and the consumer is really
appreciating that,” Ellis notes. “The
entire hotel can think about how it can
help people’s lifestyles.”
Meditation, menus and more
At Four Seasons Safari Lodge Serengeti
in Tanzania, wellness is taking the form
of new yoga and meditation experiences

such as the Sunset Kopje Nature Walk
and Meditation. Guests hike uphill led by
a Maasai warrior to reach a spectacular
sunset viewpoint overlooking the Serengeti
plains before undertaking a guided
meditation session with the hotel’s yogi.
Getting guests outside the property
also is a goal at Borgo Egnazia on the
Adriatic Coast of Puglia, Italy. For about
a year, the resort has offered wellness program Fu’re, which means “outside” in the
local Apulian dialect. Fu’re includes fitness activities inspired by local dance and
boot-camp training that often take place
by the sea or among nearby olive trees.
The program also encompasses music
therapy and massages as well as meals
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Detox Weeks at The Charles
Hotel in Munich even give
afternoon tea a healthy
spin — the low-calorie “TeaTox” features items such as
sandwiches on spelt bread
and cakes topped with yogurt
or made without flour.

made with local, seasonal ingredients.
“Fu’re is grounded in the principles of
balancing life and the natural elements,
reminiscent of childhood, when we
would find the time to play outside in any
weather,” explains Patrizia Bartolin, spa
director at Borgo Egnazia. “Fu’re looks
to spontaneous and natural movement
focusing on sensuality and grace. This is
good for the heart, the head and the soul.”
Of course, distinctive natural surroundings are not a prerequisite for integrating wellness concepts into multiple
areas of the hotel. Munich’s The Charles
Hotel, for one, kicked off 2015 with a
Detox Weeks initiative encompassing
healthy menu items, spa treatments and

Given the growth of the wellness industry, some
hotel brands are making wellness the centerpiece
of many of their offerings.
Last fall, Anantara Hotels, Resorts & Spas
launched Balance, a flexible wellness concept designed to encompass
cuisine, cooking classes, spa treatments and private consultations with
various “wellness practitioners.” By 2016,
Balance will be available at every Anantara
property worldwide.
“Guests don’t have to choose between taking
care of their health and enjoying a holiday,”
explains Kathryn Moore, group director of spa
– Asia, for MSpa International, which manages
Anantara’s spa offerings. “The Balance offering includes a variety of pillars from holistic treatments
and body and mind exercises to healthy cooking classes and lifestyle wear.”
Similarly, earlier this year Westin Hotels & Resorts debuted The Westin
Well-Being Movement, a year-long global initiative to enhance wellness
for both guests and associates. Focusing on well-being “pillars” such as
sleeping, eating and working, the brand also recently rolled out a series of
Wellness Escapes — workshops, classes and panel discussions led by
experts in various wellness fields.
“The Westin Wellness Escapes series is designed to motivate and educate
those seeking to achieve or sustain a healthy lifestyle while still exploring
the world,” says Brian Povinelli, global brand leader for Westin.
“If hotels wish to compete, they do not have any option but to respond
to guest demand, which includes the growing lifestyle trends of healthy
food and beverages, spa and wellness experiences and fitness practices,”
Moore adds.
in-room amenities such as personal yoga
tips and detoxifying household remedies.
“The awareness of nutrition and wellbeing has become a very important part
of a modern lifestyle,” says The Charles
Hotel’s General Manager Frank Heller.
“Enhanced by the growth of social
media and the evolution of technical
gimmicks, it is much easier to implement
a healthier way of life into our daily routine. Even our mobile phones remind us
to improve our diet and give us motivation to exercise more.”
Even the idea of what a spa treatment should be about has evolved to
take a more holistic turn. Instead of just
pampering, guests are seeking a more

comprehensive wellness experience.
“It’s all about what I call ‘purposeful
wellness’ — nutrition, mind-body
therapies, yoga, acupuncture, meditation,” says David Stoup, chairman of
Tempe, Arizona-based spa-management
company Trilogy Spa Holdings. “We’ve
morphed into a more health-focused,
all-inclusive experience.”
And the momentum behind wellness
tourism may only be beginning —
especially if the hotel industry can work
with governmental agencies and other
organizations to promote it, Ellis says.
“There are still so many people not aware
of wellness tourism,” she adds. “That is a
huge opportunity.”
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